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Abstract In Il tempo invecchia in fretta, a collection of short stories (2009), and in Viaggi e altri viaggi, a
travel book (2010), the Italian novelist Antonio Tabucchi (1943–2012) investigates the conflict between
interior time, or duration, and social, or historical time. Il tempo invecchia interrogates the dialectic between
individual lives and grand historical processes. Viaggi—Tabucchi’s intellectual autobiography—retrieves the
past, which exists in the present as memory, so as to counter the ‘‘eternal present’’ of media time and its
humus, consumerism, and provide a sense, or direction, to future decision making. Both volumes demonstrate a
form of social commitment that is not Sartrean—that interrogates the present while abstaining from proposing
solutions—but is well suited to our times: by bringing together narrative remnants of the past in the present
of memory, Tabucchi attempts to give the present a sense and a direction to the future. These altrove altrui
(the elsewheres of others) provoke a feeling of ‘‘nostalgia for the future,’’ a yearning for what never was, but still
might be: a new social and moral order.

The last two books published by Antonio Tabucchi, before he passed away, are Il tempo
invecchia in fretta: Nove storie and Viaggi e altri viaggi, a compilation of brief pieces dating
back to the 1980s on travels that took the writer all over the globe.1 Il tempo invecchia
looks at what Tabucchi calls, perhaps with tongue-in-cheek, our condition of postpostmodernity, which he defines as the clash of the historical time of the collectivity, and
interior time—he uses the Bergsonian term, duration—as lived by the individual.2 Viaggi
e altri viaggi is a collection of travel articles, a future-oriented intellectual autobiography.
Il tempo invecchia depicts the dialectic of individual lives and grand historical processes,
whereas Viaggi condenses the past into the present of memory so as to counter the eternal
present of media time and its consumerism, by proposing literature and culture as the
antithesis to ‘‘absolute capitalism’’ (the Western model, which, after the fall of the Berlin
Wall, has imposed itself globally as ‘‘an absolute system’’). Both volumes demonstrate
a form of social commitment well suited to our times: by bringing together narrative
remnants of the past in the present of memory, Tabucchi attempts to make the present
comprehensible and give a direction to the future. The altrove altrui (the elsewheres
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of others), which we visit through his prose, provoke a desire for what never was, but still
might be: for feasible, attainable utopias, a new social and moral order to be realized
in the future.3
The use, in both volumes, of brief narrative forms is significant. Since publishing
three novels set in Portugal (Requiem, Sostiene Pereira, and La testa perduta di Damasceno
Monteiro) in the 1990s, Tabucchi has tended, with the notable exception of Tristano muore,
to prefer the short story, a form for which he has shown a predilection throughout his
career.4 Unlike novels, collections of short stories (with their multiple protagonists
and settings) allow him to juxtapose diverse, seemingly unrelated realities. As for Viaggi,
the travels he describes may also be considered as chapters—or, to use his phrasing,
‘‘attempts at poème en prose’’—of his autobiography.5 As is the case with the tales of
Il tempo invecchia, the stories of Viaggi, when considered individually, aim for the ‘‘unity or
totality of effect,’’ which Edgar Allan Poe affirmed as the distinctive feature of the brief
narrative (through an anecdotal style that accentuates the finale).6 At the same time,
Tabucchi proposes that the reader consider the compilation of his brief narratives as a
whole, ‘‘as if in a painting by Arcimboldo,’’ that is, the total of the parts should ‘‘compose
a unified image.’’7
The sum, so to speak, of the stories of Il tempo invecchia is the effect on individuals
of what has transpired in Europe over the past three decades. Tabucchi’s characters must
deal with grand historical processes such as ‘‘the disorientation caused by the end of
barriers and divisions,’’8 the legacy of the totalitarian systems in the East and of the wars
and associated atrocities that are the ‘‘peace dividend’’ we were promised by George H.
W. Bush at the fall of the Soviet Empire, and the emotional travail associated with the
end-of-life decisions forced on us by advances in the life sciences. In Viaggi the author’s
social commitment is more immediately evident: the overarching intent of the collection
is to counter media time and the self-congratulatory vindication that somehow has
allowed the West to avoid taking a sharp look at itself;9 he does so by proposing literature
and culture as the dialectical antithesis to ‘‘absolute capitalism’’: ‘‘A unified Europe cannot
be exclusively a Europe of markets and money; we must also re-evaluate its immense
cultural patrimony, its Humanist legacy, because one of the uses of culture is that of
helping us combat ‘balkanizations’ and intolerance.’’10
Tabucchi did not witness most of the events represented in Il tempo invecchia.
In almost all cases—with the notable exception of the loosely autobiographic ‘‘Clof, clop,
cloffette, cloppete’’ and the metaliterary, concluding tale ‘‘Controtempo’’ (which details
the creative process)—he retells stories he heard either from their protagonists or secondhand. When he reports the stories of others, he implicitly responds to the question that
serves as epigraph to Tristano muore, ‘‘who testifies for the eye-witness’’? As he states in the
afterword to Il tempo invecchia, several of the narratives, before coming into existence
in his book, were true stories. All he did was listen, then retell them in his own way.
So, in testifying for the eye-witness Tabucchi takes on the task of recording and
perpetuating, by transforming into writing, what has been transmitted orally.11 His social
commitment makes itself manifest when he gives voice to what otherwise might have
been destined to become what Walter Benjamin called the ‘‘detritus of history.’’
Il tempo invecchia is a collection of nine brief narratives. Four tell of Eastern European
dictatorships. A fifth is a conversation between a young girl and an Italian veteran of the
war in Kosovo. The narrating voice of yet another, ‘‘Clof, clop,’’ is a writer plagued by
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a sharp pains emanating outward from his spine (or, as he calls it, with a wordplay on the
title of a work by Manzoni, his ‘‘colonna infame’’ [infamous column], 31). His physician
believes he is ‘‘afflicted with literature’’ (indeed, metaliterary references abound), and
attributes the writer’s discomfort to the uncomfortable positions taken for hours on end
while seated at his desk. In fact, the physician admonishes his patient: ‘‘your problem is
due mainly to the fact that you take on mistaken positions, that you have taken mistaken
positions your entire life’’ (31), a boutade that links this text, through self-irony, to
Tabucchi’s L’oca al passo, a collection of editorials he wrote from the mid-1990s through
2006, on topical matters. These editorials qua chapters are not ordered in L’oca following
the chronology of their publication, but are rearranged to reflect how the events discussed
in each editorial are compressed in the present of the reader’s memory. Its unusual
structure resembles that of the Italian board game Il gioco dell’oca; so chance figures in the
order in which the chapters are read.12
With the possible exceptions of the opening tale, ‘‘Il cerchio,’’ and ‘‘Controtempo,’’
the narratives in Il tempo invecchia do not seem to follow any discernible diegetic
progression. And as Tabucchi avers in the afterword, the stories are not arranged in the
order in which they were written (173). Rather, their seemingly random positioning
reflects their sedimentation and juxtaposition, as completed acts that reside in the present
of memory.13 In other words, in Il tempo invecchia Tabucchi comes forth as a sort of
Benjaminian storyteller, as described in the well-known essay on Leskov, absorbing and
relaying useful counsel culled from the experience of others.14 Following Benjamin,
we can say that Tabucchi seeks to fill the role of the epic narrator, providing intelligence
from afar, either by making his reader aware of the conflicts retold in Il tempo, or by
recounting in Viaggi his own experiences traveling around the globe. For Benjamin, such
intelligence possesses an intrinsic authority or validity; its empirical nature leads the
audience to give credence, even when what is reported is not verifiable (89). I shall later
discuss in greater detail how such ‘‘conjectural and creative knowledge’’ figures in the
‘impegno,’ or social commitment, evinced in Viaggi.15 For now, it is sufficient to note that
Benjamin’s storyteller enables the audience to assimilate the life-events and the
knowledge of others into the reality of their own experience. Once this has been
accomplished, the story ‘‘becomes indisputable for remembered life’’ and guides
significant future decision making.16
Viaggi, unlike Il tempo invecchia, is ostensibly a work of nonfiction: it collects travel
reportages extending back to 1986. However, autobiographies share with fictions the
need to create and project a narrating voice: as Berryman points out, autobiography
is always an act of self-creation.17 Viaggi begins with an interview that provides a clear
indication of its autobiographical nature and major themes. The writer of an
autobiography, as is the case with historiography, must come forth with a plausible
and recognizable—realistic—representation of time.18 However, Viaggi e altri viaggi is not
only a collection of travel writings but also, I contend, an autobiography. It is a text
compiled in hindsight; it is not a simultaneous record of travels, a diary.19 Tabucchi
stresses in the introductory ‘‘Note’’ to Viaggi that each chapter is an occasional
piece inspired ex post facto by trips he took, even though at no time did he leave home
with the intention of writing a travel book. It thus possesses the fictive quality
characteristic of autobiography, which shares with fiction a sense of a story, of something
to be told.20
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This blurring of genres—the hybridity of this autobiography seems to place it
somewhere between a nonfictional record of the writer’s travels and a fiction—is subtle
but significant: there inheres in the autobiographic form no pact that would guarantee the
reader direct access to the writer’s true self.21 As Ronald Barthes states in the epigraph to
his own autobiography, ‘‘Everything here must be considered as being said by a fictional
character.’’22 I stress the fictional component of autobiography for several reasons.
First, since Viaggi is not strictly a work of nonfiction, its narrating voice—as can be said of
the characters who populate Il tempo invecchia—is a ‘‘phenotype,’’ that is to say, the
emphasis in both books is not on probing the psychological depths of characters, but
on the observation of how they interact with their environment.23 Even though many of
the travel pieces in Viaggi provide information on the genesis of several of Tabucchi’s
works, the voice of Viaggi is little more than an iteration of the public self-image
Tabucchi has created in numerous interviews. In fact, we have no proof that the
information provided is factually accurate; what is conveyed may be no more than ‘‘real
fictions.’’24 Second, the non-documentary nature of Viaggi legitimates my strategy—
based on the imbrication of themes and the common period of gestation of both
volumes—of reading it together with Il tempo invecchia. Third, I stress the question
of genre not because of any intrinsic quality genre may impart to a text, but because it
provides an important paratextual indication that conditions reading: it establishes what
Umberto Eco calls a ‘‘narrative pact’’ with the reader or raises the reader’s expectations.25
From this, it follows that it does not matter if the information conveyed may or may not
be verifiable or correspond to ‘‘what really happened;’’ what is of importance is the
didactic function the text assigns itself, which is of a piece with its orientation and
commitment to the future.
The oral quality of Tabucchi’s storytelling, in both volumes, is enhanced by his
declining to arrange his tales in any sort of order, chronological or otherwise. As he avers
in Viaggi, such orality shares with myth a ‘‘power of seduction’’ that is synonymous with
the avoidance of plot as the hierarchical ordering of events. Instead, the Benjaminian
storyteller strings together microevents as if they were ‘‘pearls on a necklace’’ (239).
Neither volume presents a diegetic progression that follows the chronology of the
calendar; instead, their internal juxtapositions bring the writer’s subjective memory
into synchrony with the intersubjective time of the present. In other words, in both
volumes Tabucchi brings together what J. T. Fraser calls noetic time, the uniquely
human ability ‘‘to perceive the world in terms of long-range futures and pasts,
connected by discoverable laws’’ and ‘‘sociotemporality,’’ the shareable social organization of time.26 Fraser argues that because only humans have future time horizons, humans
alone can talk about conduct and moral standards (203) and achieving social goals, that is,
the collective blazing of trails ‘‘into the non-existent and . . . the creation of new reality’’
(217). The advancement of society is contingent on individuals having a social identity, or
temporal horizons that extend beyond their death (201). Indeed, we find in Tabucchi
such a tension toward the future when he leads readers of Il tempo invecchia to see
themselves within their own here and now, in other words within a present that is not
absolute, but relative to history understood as the dialectic of ‘‘duration,’’ or interior time,
and the long temporal, and social, horizons of the past and of a future in constant
becoming.
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In Viaggi the past does not return as rational, linear progression. Rather, it comes to
the reader condensed within the present of the author’s memory. This is why Tabucchi’s
accounts of a trip he took to India in the 1980s and to Australia in 1991 can mesh in the
present of reading with more recent journeys he took to North America and throughout
Europe, and with excursions to places visited intellectually, and at unspecified times,
through the writings of his favorite authors. There is no pretence of linking events and
actions objectively or chronologically through what Gilles Deleuze would call the
movement-image wherein time is quantifiable, can be measured against physical
movement through space, and images are sequentially linked so as to provide continuity
and succession.27 Instead, in these two collections we encounter the irrational, subjective
accumulation of memory in time-images. In simpler terms, memories replace the
sequentiality of motor actions: time is represented through ‘‘images’’ of thought. In Viaggi
what matters is not the diachronic order in which the chapters are read (as is the case with
L’oca, a work whose author admonishes us against the ‘‘passive,’’ ‘‘traditional’’ way of
reading, ‘‘one page after the next’’28). Much more important—and this applies to both
Il tempo invecchia and Viaggi—is the cumulative effect of the narrations (a realistic reflection
of the memory of their author) on the reader. Il tempo invecchia deals with the theme
of lost temporal synchronization, which coincides with the author’s perception that
our perception of existence has changed, and a sum of so many solitary lives—wherein
each of us desperately asks the person next to us ‘‘what time is it’’—has replaced
an individual interiority that was always connected to a social dimension.29

Tabucchi proposes in his interviews that Eastern and Western Europe experienced
the twentieth century differently. It is as if the East, formerly ‘‘preserved in the
refrigerator’’ has now brought its diverse time westward.30 For example, in ‘‘I morti a
tavola’’ a retired East German spy feels his life, in the absence of the Berlin Wall, or as
he calls it the ‘‘Grand Structure’’ (81), is ‘‘out of sync;’’ indeed ‘‘everything is off
schedule’’ (88). The clash of conflicting temporal orientations is evident in stories
situated in the West, also. The main character of ‘‘Il cerchio’’ is a childless thirty-eightyear-old woman of Maghrebi descent, raised in Paris, and married to a Swiss scientist.
At a celebration with her in-laws she is inexplicably overcome—against the backdrop
of the overabundance of water to be found in Geneva—by the memory of her
grandmother as a young girl taking three-mile walks nightly across the desert to get
drinking water from a communal well then finds herself wondering why she feels out
of place in her husband’s family and out of touch with the surrounding natural world
(16–17). In ‘‘Clof, clop’’ the aunt must coordinate past and present for the protagonist
by reminding him of critical events from his childhood that he had forgotten: she
remembers his memories for him. Thus, her stories restore to his consciousness what
had been buried within the unconscious (38–39) and the voice can ‘‘navigate in a Self
he had lost’’ (41). But the cure is temporary: as he takes his leave, he is struck dumb
when he overhears an adolescent girl, his aunt’s fellow patient in a cancer ward,
repeatedly proclaim in ‘‘a voice that was full of joy and life’’ and with ‘‘a broad smile’’:
‘‘well, this is the most beautiful thing on earth!’’ (51).
The most beautiful thing on earth. Said by a little girl pulled in a gurney by a nurse. She
knew what the most beautiful thing was. But he didn’t. Was it possible that at his age,
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with all that he had seen and learned, he still didn’t know what the most beautiful thing
in the world was? (51)
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As stated, Tabucchi compares the juxtaposition of discrete tales in the same
collection to the construction of a mosaic: books such as Il tempo invecchia are ‘‘the sum of
so many fragments that, when combined, take a form we could never have anticipated,
before we put them all together.’’ This way of reading Tabucchi’s ‘‘time-images,’’
‘‘allows the mosaics to arrive at the last tessera and form a totality whose meaning is
different from that of its parts.’’31 As he writes in ‘‘La geografia immaginaria di Gregor
von Rezzori,’’ which contains a succinct explanation of his poetics, there are writers
(among whom Tabucchi must be listed), who work not on historical memory, but up the
ante by ‘‘dealing with’’ the metaphor of History (Viaggi, 222). In so doing, they ‘‘install
a different relationship with the temporal dimension.’’
This diverse rapport ‘‘constructs’’ the Epic dimension, which obviously does not
depend on the quantity of writing, but on the quality of the ingredients; because a text,
to qualify as epic, does not need to be as long as Homer’s poem. It can easily be
contained within a short story of a few pages. (Viaggi, 222)

This strategy of reading Viaggi as so many tesserae or Deleuzian time-images can be
applied also to Il tempo invecchia. In his own words: ‘‘these are not isolated stories;
they form a design, as was always the case with all collections of my brief narratives.’’32
Each article/chapter constitutes a tessera within the Voyage that has been his life (10).
The episodes recounted acquire a meaning and direction when placed in a sharable
temporal continuum—of past, present, and future—and read together. As he told an
interviewer, ‘‘In and of itself, life doesn’t have meaning. We are the ones who give it
meaning with our interpretations of it. While recounting a life, we make sense of it.’’33
Thus the phenotypes depicted in his collections combine to tell a story; the sum of their
components forms ‘‘a mosaic, not a fresco’’: ‘‘It’s like thumbing through a photo album
and understanding that it preserves a long journey and an overarching intent, an abiding
interest. It’s like taking a walk in the snow, then coming inside and seeing, from the
window, your footprints and the direction traced by your steps.’’34
For the narratives to come together and achieve the effect of giving a direction to
the flow of time, their readers must possess the same sort of ‘‘conjectural and creative
knowledge,’’ as Tabucchi describes it, that Pasolini demonstrated in his famous editorials
against a corrupt system of power in 1975. In denouncing three decades of gross
mismanagement of the nation’s affairs, including the collusion of the government with
organized crime and domestic terrorism, the poet came forth with a litany of ‘‘I know,’’
charges which he and all Italians knew were true but could not prove.35 Pasolini’s ‘‘trial’’
of Il Palazzo was set in ‘‘poetic-literary,’’ not juridical or forensic, terms. He did not have
tangible proof; nonetheless, what mattered was the shareable moral truth Pasolini
had abstracted from events. Readers of Tabucchi’s brief narratives must possess similar
knowledge: like Pasolini, they must be able to ‘‘connect the dots’’ as if they were ‘‘the
tesserae of a mosaic’’ and deduce ‘‘the idea of the entire mosaic’’ (Viaggi, 163).
Il tempo invecchia concludes a trilogy of creative narratives whose theme is the
contemplation of time.36 Yet, the intertwining of topics and intertextual self-references,
within but also without the ‘‘trilogy,’’ linking it to other texts written during this period,
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are inevitable. Indeed, topics interrogated within the components of the trilogy resonate
with what is discussed in L’oca and Viaggi. For example, the middle work of the ‘‘time
trilogy,’’ Tristano muore,37 is a study in what Tabucchi calls the ‘‘nauseating . . . growing
tide of historical revisionism we see in Italy.’’ He is referring to ‘‘the perversion of the real
through its negation,’’ the camouflaging of the crimes of Fascism under the mantle of
divergent but ‘equally valid’ ideals.38
Historical revisionism figures in Il tempo invecchia particularly in ‘‘Nuvole,’’ when a
girl tells of a visit by the President of the Republic to her middle school. She took from
that encounter the lesson that all ideals are ‘‘respectable if you believe in them,’’ among
which is that of the ‘‘Fatherland,’’ la patria. The President told her class—implicitly
referring to the young men who remained faithful to Mussolini to the end, fighting on
the side of the Germans and his puppet regime in Salò—that if a young person errs,
as long as he or she acts ‘‘in good faith,’’ the ideal remains valid (61). Her interlocutor,
an Italian veteran of the war in Kosovo, responds that ideals are precisely what transported
people to Auschwitz (62).
Tabucchi has contended in numerous interviews that the reduction of Resistance
fighters and Fascists to a common denominator—to young patriots who happened
to fight on opposites sides of a bloody civil war for love of country—in the name of
‘‘national pacification’’ constitutes a re-writing of historical truths. Such revision presents
the crimes committed by the followers of Mussolini as something other than crimes: for
example, their trampling on the Albertine Statute39 before 25 July 1943, the atrocities
committed by the Italian army in Africa in the 1930s, the deprivation of Italian Jewry of
citizenship in 1938, and the slaughter and other acts of violence against innocent Italians
committed by those who remained loyal to the dictator after 25 July 1943. These were all
merely ‘‘errors’’ made with the best of intentions. If this were true, he argues, it would
tautologically follow that no crimes were committed by the supporters and followers of
the Regime and the Italian Social Republic because no one did anything criminal.40
He further argues that such revisionism—or, to use his term, ‘‘negationism,’’ the
denial of history and time—obliterates the value of memory.41 Instead, memory is
precisely what is needed to guide us out of the ‘‘eternal present’’ of postmodernity into
the future. For example, when the aunt in ‘‘Clof, clop’’ asks ‘‘do you remember how
beautiful Italy used to be?’’ (41), she expresses her desire for a time when Italy was not
‘‘cynical, superficial, post-Craxian’’42 and Italians had not yet been overtaken by the
‘‘shame of having been poor and of having been a people who had emigrated;’’43 she
longs for a lost common sense, one based in social solidarity and not in consumerist
individualism; she pines for a people that did not need to have every minute packed with
the foolish ‘‘input’’ of commercial television.44 She misses a time when political discourse
in Italy, a country that ‘‘a billionaire clown made disappear’’ (110), was not infected with
today’s xenophobia, racism, and, I might add, rampant corruption. Tabucchi cannot
understand what could have caused the rise in certain Italian regions of ‘‘a xenophobic
and racist Right, that in certain respects reminds one of Nazism.’’ He speculates it was due
to the consumer values that overtook Italy consequent to what Pasolini called the
‘‘anthropological change’’ brought about by the so-called ‘‘economic miracle.’’45
The value of memory is further demonstrated when Tabucchi re-tells, in Viaggi,
a story he heard as a child from an ‘‘interposta persona’’ (a ‘‘third person’’), a neighbor
who as a young woman risked her life hiding a Mongolian soldier cut off from his unit,
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protecting him from Nazi reprisal. In fact, through Viaggi we can glean how the influence
of and the dialectic with ‘‘interposte persone,’’ shaped Tabucchi’s social commitment.
In addition to reporting the actions this neighbor, the author tells of literary models
whom he knew personally. One, Sophia de Mello Breyner, provided ‘‘the verbal thread
that guided Portugal through the darkness of the Salazarian labyrinth’’ (205). Another,
Drummond de Andrade, wrote poems that speak of love, the atom bomb, and the
quotidian (198–200), and that ironize on literati who would argue against the
heteronomy of culture, relegating it to an ephemeral, other-worldly sphere.
In any case, the ‘‘negation’’ or rationalization, a half-century after the fact, of the
misdeeds of a brutal dictatorship in terms of ‘‘love of Fatherland’’ ‘‘perturbs’’ history,46
and is of a piece with the ‘‘illusion of a portable eternity,’’47 ‘‘a sort of fictional
eternity . . . that extinguishes time, interior time, the time of the conscience.’’48 Media
culture—and we must remember that one of Tabucchi’s targets since at least the mid1990s has been media magnate and former prime minister Silvio Berlusconi—has
shortened the time horizons of Italians. In other words, the compression of existence into
the so-called eternal present of postmodernity not only negates the weight of the past in
significant decision-making but also represses the necessary life-compass of death, that is,
long-term future expectations and concern for what we will leave to posterity. Tabucchi
contends that ‘‘we’ve lost the sense of death and of long durations. Rather, we should
accept the fact that we are ‘age-able’ and ‘die-able’.’’49 We exist historically, in time;
and time, shared memory, is the basis of the social pact.50 The dissolution of this pact in
the eternal present of media time, deprives us of an important perspective on how to
live in the short term, and is reflected in the new common sense decried by the aunt
in ‘‘Clof, clop.’’51
Eternity is not ‘‘tascabile,’’ or portable, but his ‘‘patria,’’ the Italian language, is: he
takes it with him wherever he travels: ‘‘I bring Italy with me wherever I go because my
homeland is the Italian language, and with it in hand I can go wherever I please. I have a
portable Fatherland.’’52 The issue of language is important because Tabucchi’s knowledge
of several languages has facilitated his travels. It has allowed him unmediated access to
the forma mentis of many of the peoples whose countries he visited, thus enabling the
‘‘intelligent tourism’’ advocated in Viaggi, which can be defined as his desire to use
tourism to establish intellectual linkages between individuals and between cultures. Proof
of Tabucchi’s alloglossia, his ability to speak and write the language of another, if any
were needed, is the fact that he published his lectures on Pessoa at the École des Hautes
Études in Paris and that he wrote his novel Requiem in Portuguese.53 While the Italian
language, his patria, remains his ‘‘intellectual emotional sphere,’’ Requiem (a work in
which he elaborated his bereavement for the deaths of several people who were very
close to him) makes manifest his linguistic ‘‘schizophrenia,’’ a ‘‘profound split’’ in his
psyche, whose ‘‘only therapy,’’ he proposes, is to treat the ‘‘other side’’ of his personality
as a ‘‘double’’ that must be accepted in its diversity.54
Tabucchi engages his ‘‘double’’ when he creates his characters. He calls the literary
character a ‘‘prosthetic device’’ that allows the author to ‘‘examine the other’s soul, to
understand that which the Self is not.’’55 In his own words, his social commitment
is manifested through his adoption of ‘‘the points of view of other individuals,’’ his
exploration of ‘‘diversities’’ (I use the plural advisedly), his ‘‘investigations into the nature
of reality as seen through the eyes of others.’’56 When the author imagines himself as
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other he acquires both self-knowledge and comprehension and empathy for the other:
‘‘when we struggle to be that which we are not, we come to understand others
better; and perhaps ourselves, too. Inventing literary characters is a strange exercise.’’
As the character develops, it overtakes the author, who ‘‘becomes’’ the character, ‘‘even if
only for the period of time in which she is writing that particular book.’’57
The use of ‘‘the double’’ to pursue this Möbius-strip trail—inward toward selfunderstanding and outward toward comprehension and identification with the other,
then back inward again toward enhanced self-knowledge—has been a characteristic
of Tabucchi’s fictions, at least since Notturno indiano.58 So in Viaggi—even while
acknowledging how ‘‘adopting a foreign language means choice, freedom, wanderings,
adventure’’— the point of reference remains his ‘‘linguistic homeland.’’59 The modifier
here is significant; as he stressed: ‘‘one’s only true homeland is language. A writer only
belongs to herself and her native language.’’ By extension, the writer’s only impegno is to
be true to herself.60
But being true to oneself, as Tabucchi sees things, does not mean positing literature
as autonomous from its social context. Following Vladimir Jankélévitch, he insists that
esthetics and ethics are linked.61 At the same time, what he calls the ‘‘mission of the
poetic’’ (borrowing Hermann Bloch’s term)62 obligates writers to speak of that which
they do not know; to serve, as Edward Said suggests, as the ‘‘unrewarded, amateurish
conscience’’ of those in power.63 In other words, while his social commitment is not
Sartrean,64 Tabucchi proposes that his writings be considered nonetheless a weapon in the
‘‘guerrilla’’ struggle against the other—the evil, that is within each of us—and as a tool to
‘‘understand the irreality of reality’’ (Viaggi, 223): the egoisms and minor injustices
that can gradually grow, if left unchecked, into crimes against humanity. Thus, the social
function of the writer is conveyed by her ‘‘conjectural and creative knowledge’’ to
abstract moral truths from events; to sow doubt where there is certainty;65 and to serve as
antithesis to the status quo.66 Indeed, literature’s social commitment is to be found not
in its ability to provide answers, but in its willingness to ask those questions that society is
not yet prepared, or is unwilling, to tackle.67
Tabucchi’s writings, fictional and nonfictional, revolve around questions regarding
the ethics of politics and the logic, or lack thereof, of history.68 He considers the writer
‘‘an MP without a mandate who represents a non-existent people.’’69 One such ‘‘nonexistent people’’ that he has written about ‘‘without a mandate,’’ are Italy’s Roma,
a preferred target of Italy’s revanchist Right.70 The racism that has greeted not only the
Roma, but the refugees and immigrants who have arrived in Italy over the past two
decades has clashed with the long-held myth of ‘‘italiani brava gente,’’ according to
which the majority of Italians were not fascist and that Italian Fascism was somehow
‘softer’ than Nazism. The illusion of ‘‘italiani brava gente’’ represses the historical reality:
what are now being called ‘‘valid ideals’’ and love of the patria would somehow justify the
‘‘brutal’’ compliance of the ragazzi di Salò to Nazi ‘‘demands for forced labor; antiSemitic policies, and stringent police methods’’ against civilians.71 This illusion would also
conceal the fact that the repubblichini fought to restore a regime that denied its political
opponents, Jews, and homosexuals their constitutional rights (arresting them, confiscating
their property, killing some while herding others off to death camps); contributed to
overthrowing a constitutional republic and the installation of a dictatorship in Spain;
allowed atrocities to be committed on indigenous peoples in the colonial wars in Africa;
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and organized crimes against humanity during the Second World War in Greece,
Yugoslavia and Albania.72 As Tabucchi put it: ‘‘Italy has never admitted its guilt. History is
replete with symbolic gestures and we have never had a Willy Brandt who dropped to his
knees in the Warsaw ghetto. We Italians too are responsible of heinous crimes, but we have
never asked forgiveness. It is as if Italy always flees from its own self-image.’’73 In other
words, a core element of Tabucchi’s recent work is the effort to combat the tendency of
many Italians to repress rather than take a sincere look at themselves and their history.
One innovative charge of Tabucchi’s fictions is the manner in which his fictional
writings lead his readers to see themselves being seen. Il tempo invecchia has at its core the
awareness that the other, the observed, does indeed look back; as Benjamin Kilborne
writes: ‘‘the dynamics of scrutiny work both ways.’’74 For example, in ‘‘Il cerchio’’
a patrician Genevan family is observed by its heir’s wife, who is of Moroccan descent.
Other stories in Il tempo invecchia, particularly those having to do with member countries
of the former Warsaw Pact, focus on the Stalinist perversion of the gaze, or the social
bond. ‘‘Festival’’ answers the question ‘‘what happens when those who monitor others
believe they themselves are under surveillance?’’ (125). What happens is they are
overwhelmed with fear of the storyteller. In this case, a panel of judges, charged with the
administration of a sham political trial against a Polish dissident, shocks the defense
attorney when they deliver a verdict of not guilty, occasioned, one surmises, by the
presence in their courtroom of a documentary filmmaker to whom a ministry has given
permission to record trials and other legal proceedings (131). ‘‘I morti a tavola’’ retells the
story of an East German spy charged with monitoring the activities of Bertolt Brecht. The
spy, much to his chagrin, learned after the destruction of the Wall and the opening of the
GDR archives, that he and all his colleagues had been kept under constant surveillance by
the same East German secret services for whom they worked (97). As a result, the reader
sees how seeing and being seen, the basis of human community, was transmogrified into a
pathology by totalitarianism, destroying the social fabric.
For Tabucchi, ‘‘when all is said and done, totalitarianism is surveillance, domination
of the citizenry.’’ But he also believes that ‘‘this is a human tendency: people want to be
watched, preferably from on high. If no one does so, they invent someone. They want
to be monitored, and, often, punished also.’’75 This is why several of the characters in
Il tempo invecchia demonstrate a compulsion to repeat negative or traumatic experiences:
they miss being dominated. For example, the spy just mentioned finds the absence of the
‘‘Grande Struttura’’ disorienting (87).
Indeed, the stories of Il tempo invecchia illustrate cases of what Tabucchi calls the
‘‘nostalgia for the worst’’ of those who—perhaps in the absence of something positive to
which to aspire,76 of future horizons that would give a sense or direction to their lives and
to history77—long for the lost negativities or constraints, such as the Berlin Wall.
‘‘Bucarest non è cambiata per niente,’’ for example, is the story of an elderly Romanian
Jew who was interned under Fascism and is now living in Israel. He fills his time with bad
memories of the injustices he suffered under the dictator Ceausescu, the humiliation of
learning of the honors bestowed by Western democracies on Ceausescu’s pseudo-scientist
wife, and of a youthful Benedict XVI wearing a Nazi ‘‘Gott Mit Uns’’ belt buckle while
guarding prison camp internees (141–43). At the story’s conclusion this character returns
mentally to an oddly happier time and place, to Bucarest, where he was forced to choose
between freedom from persecution for himself, his wife and his son and abandoning
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his brother to a penal institution. His conversations with his son are more soliloquy
than dialogue and his senility has convinced him that memories cannot be shared.
Assuming a posture in diametrical opposition to that of Benjamin’s narrator, the father
asserts ‘‘that memory is yours and yours alone; it cannot become a shared memory even
if you tell it to others; memories can be recounted but not transmitted’’ (145).
This compulsion to repeat life’s worst moments, which prevents many of the
characters from moving forward, motivates the protagonist of one of the most artistically
successful stories in the collection, ‘‘Fra generali.’’ This story tells of a Hungarian general,
whom Tabucchi calls László, who in 1956 kept an invading Soviet army at bay for three
days and, for his efforts, was stripped of his rank and jailed. Released from prison only
after the collapse of the Soviet Empire, he leaves all behind and moves to Manhattan:
‘‘Who knows why,’’ the narrator asks, ‘‘he came to die in this city, which holds no
memories for him’’ (103). In order to shape László as a literary character and endow him
with necessary plausibility and depth, the storyteller ‘‘imagines’’ the youthful László’s
physical appearance and speculates on his upbringing and values (105). The narrating
voice then goes beyond conjecture to pure imagination and invents for László a youthful
love affair, a hypothesis the narrator believes is justified because ‘‘the attribution of
feelings that belong to everyone’s heart is not an unfounded conjecture’’ (106). The
narrator also speculates that László abandoned his first love in order to follow his father’s
wish that he pursue a career in the military. After the fall of Ceausescu and the General’s
rehabilitation and lionization, László contacts the Russian general who crushed László’s
troops and then sent the brief László believes was the reason he was humiliated and spent
over three decades in jail. László invites his counterpart to Budapest, but the Russian fears
the secret services now operating in Hungary: ‘‘who knows what could happen to him’’
(113). So he plays host to László for three days in Moscow instead. There, the two chat,
play chess, go to the theater and end their time together in a bordello, where—perhaps
because of the enduring specter of his lost love, the ‘‘country girl with the blonde hair’’—
László spends ‘‘the best days of his life’’ (114) with reminders—one conscious, the other
unconscious—of the two saddest moments of his life.
In ‘‘Nuvole’’ an Italian veteran, exposed to excessive amounts of depleted uranium
during the Kosovo campaign, chooses to convalesce in the very place where he
contracted leukemia. In other words, the compulsion to relive the traumas of the past
afflicts not only individuals in former Warsaw Pact countries but also affects Western
Europeans. As the dying aunt in ‘‘Clof, clop’’ bemoans,
what do you expect? trying to educate the populace is a waste of time. For that matter,
this populace now has money and has been educated by Big Brother; that’s why they
vote for him; they vote for the man who educated them (36).

This same populace, in Viaggi, willingly allows itself to be herded into tour buses and
spends its money on ‘‘unintelligent’’ vacations where they observe only the surface of the
places they visit.
The gaze is also at the core of Viaggi, but since the narratives are told in the first
person, the vantage is that of the ‘‘intelligent tourist’’: Tabucchi immerses himself in
various altrove altrui, the elsewheres of others, searching for feasible utopias to contrast
with home. While on holiday, he watches the Other observe ‘‘unintelligent tourists,’’
Westerners whose disposable income permits them to go off on exotic, prepackaged
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excursions that bring their clients close to the local culture but prevent them from
interacting with it (e.g., ‘‘I Robinson,’’ 94–99). Travel also affords Tabucchi, who is not
only an ‘‘intelligent tourist’’ but also a white European male, to experience xenophobia
firsthand when an Australian customs guard is flustered by the sight of a traveler,
Tabucchi, laughing with a companion in an incomprehensible language, Italian, while
waiting for their baggage. So, the agent singles out Tabucchi (‘guilty,’ like the other
emigrants who are returning from a vacation in Italy, of having a tad more skin pigment
than the agent) for questioning (Viaggi, 143).
Pendant to such willingness to be seen—or to contemplate oneself from the
perspective of the other—is the desire to see, to experience firsthand both the altrove
and the altrui; together, they make explicit the author’s desire to seek out alternatives to
the here and now of contemporary Italy. They make manifest the author’s conviction
that literature and art, by their very existence, are proof positive that ‘‘life is not
enough’’; in his own words: ‘‘Literature provides something extra with respect to what
nature allows us. And this something extra includes diversity; that small miracle afforded
us while traveling through this brief existence of ours: we can step outside ourselves
and become ‘other’.’’78 Literature, like travel, ‘‘is an extra form of knowledge’’ (Viaggi,
14) that allows us to consider nondescript ‘‘non-places’’ such as airports and
supermarkets, ‘‘architectural spaces characteristic of our times in which we spend a
good part of our existence but where we live as if ‘suspended’ because they are places
of utility and passage, urban limbos’’ (Viaggi, 88). But literature and travel also submit
to our consideration feasible utopias, proof that things do not have to be the way they
are. For example, in the Basque country Tabucchi observes how sculptor Edoardo
Chillada bequeathed to his hometown an ‘‘immense open-air museum,’’ a utopian
‘‘place in which to move around and pass the time, where nature and art combine to
create and enchant the visitor’’ (55–56). From the Portuguese city of Alentejo he
reports on ‘‘an intelligent tourism sponsored by the State’’: ancient castles transformed
into ‘‘first-class hotels run perfectly and at affordable prices’’ (178). Crete is a place
where capitalist rationalization and abuse of natural resources is countered by the
preservation of cities like Chaniá—an eminently livable area with an inimitable, ancient
history—that has managed to protect its architectural aura (67–73). This is why
Tabucchi lists it among his ‘‘cities of desire’’: ‘‘real but remote, often unreachable or
marked by the nostalgia of an impossible return, they are closed within a sort of
magical spell that transforms them, giving them the aura of fantasy.’’ Chaniá is the
‘‘idea’’ of what a city should be (202).
Another such city is Fernando Pessoa’s Lisbon: ‘‘metaphor of an Absolute Wharf
where the individual lands only to then embark for the unknown, and, what is more, for
the unreachable Samarcanda dreamt by his semi-heteronym in the Book of Disquietude’’
(202).79 Both Soares and Tabucchi—in Viaggi, his own ‘‘book of disquietude’’—travel
‘‘toward the unknown (Viaggi, 18). In Tabucchi’s case, that voyage heads toward the
future and the state of having-been.80
Tabucchi’s Voyage goes toward the locus of desire: it is a yearning for the future.
It is also, in a certain sense, ‘‘saudadoso,’’ the Portuguese term that conveys nostalgia
for the past, for what has been lost. Saudade, as Tabucchi explains, is generally understood
as ‘‘a complex sentiment, a nebula in which coexist regret, remorse, the desire for what
has been lost, the awareness of what could have been done but was not, of what one
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could have become but did not.81 However, Tabucchi attributes added significance
to the term: for him it also connotes the desire for what never was, but also for what
still might be, it is ‘‘impulse, remorse, aspiration.’’ It
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can be nostalgia for the past but also nostalgia for the future, a desire for the future, in
addition to nostalgia for that which could have been but was not. It resembles, to some
extent, Pereira’s desire for repentance.82

In other words, saudade, for Tabucchi, in addition to nostalgic regret and
remorse also signifies a yearning for what still might come to be. It is more than a
simple, painful, and impossible voyage toward the irreversible, an Homeric nòstos. Indeed,
the comparison to Pereira’s ‘‘catharsis’’ (as Antonio Gramsci used this term83)—which
sparks Pereira’s desire to rectify his inactivity in the past and to inhabit the future by
engaging posterity in dialogue—enables Tabucchi’s reader to imagine a new social
and moral order. Thus for Tabucchi, saudade is a rebellion against linear time, because,
in his own words, ‘‘it consists of nostalgia for the future’’ (Petri, 72); ‘‘it necessitates
revisiting the social project of the French Revolution and retrieving its ideals of ‘‘liberty,
equality, and fraternity.’’84
Tabucchi is aware that ‘‘when you reference such values in our world you
unavoidably appear utopian, since freedom, as we know, does not exist in three quarters
of the world; social solidarity is generally derided, even at the level of anecdote, and
one could say more or less the same about equality.’’ So, as a writer Tabucchi records
‘‘the malaise that surrounds us’’ in order to disseminate disquietude.85 And, since
‘‘literature is a form of knowledge’’ he contends it does well when it ‘‘anticipates the
times.’’86 In other words, rather than utilizing literature to explain reality or engage the
present polemically, he has it do reconnaissance for the future. As his Pereira says,
literature is ‘‘a message in a bottle that someone is sure to pick up.’’87
Just as literature allows us to engage the future and see ourselves from the vantage of
posterity, saudade ‘‘expresses a desire you wish would come true.’’ Like Dante’s ‘‘disı̀o’’
(Viaggi, 168–69), saudade evokes ‘‘humanity as a creature of desire, as beings who live of
aspirations and dreams,’’88 who yearn to ‘‘modify events and correct cruel History.’’89
Thus, we may say that Tabucchian saudade is a utopian nostalgia for the future that
‘‘coincides with the dream of a different history, with the hope for change.’’90 It is a
retrieval and elaboration of the past that provides needed orientation within the
electronic-paced intensity of the present. In this scheme of things, literature, by looking
both to the past and to the future, can provide points of orientation capable of contrasting
the eternal present of media culture; if and when it does, it can make individual and
collective time coincide once again.
In Tabucchi’s fictional works saudade elaborates itself in the act of writing, in a
manner reminiscent of the protagonist of ‘‘Controtempo,’’ an author who transforms
his thought into something ‘‘concrete and visible’’ by making ‘‘that which was real
within himself . . . truly real.’’ When he does so, he and his reader are absorbed, not in
‘‘a past that never was’’ but ‘‘in a future still to be lived;’’ and they experience, to
paraphrase Tabucchi, the ‘‘nostalgia of the best.’’ When this occurs they are overtaken
by a ‘‘feeling of infinite liberation’’ (Il tempo invecchia, 170–71) and, I would add, of
future possibilities.
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